Lauren Minghenelli
Raya Sun
Individual SNM Review
Wordpress:
Goal- Main site that will be used to educate the public on what Raya sun has to offer, including
purchasing clothes, information about the company, and information on poverty.
Target Audience- Age 14-30 (On social media)
Strategy-Not only promoting the brand of Raya Sun but to spread awareness about poverty using
a blog format.
Tactic 1:
Giving information of Raya Sun and how it all began
Ex 1: About Raya Sun, just a general background I created

Ex 2: Supplying the public with the ‘Real’ Raya
Sun information (Marc Pinsky’s company)

Ex 3: Posting a blog on the front page about the main idea of the project

Tactic 2: Creating Poverty blogs over a span of time to educate the public on this devastating
topic.
Ex 1:

Ex 2: Every new blog consists of a new theme regarding poverty that will educate my viewers.

Ex 3: Including devastating facts about poverty that will motivate people to purchase Raya Sun
clothing to help make a difference!

Tactic 3: Create different visual themes that allow viewers to look at Raya Sun in a fun way and
not only be restricted to reading just text.

Ex 1: Ray of Sunshine of the Month (Model of the Month)

Ex 2: Follow us on twitter- All of our images via twitter are posted on the bottom of the site.
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Evaluation for all the Tactics are the same: I was lacking on the views when I first created my
website, I asked family and friends to view my site and started getting a lot of feedback.
September: 2, October: 5, November: 6, December: 34. December was closer to the deadline so
I asked my Mom to send my site to some of her friends- they loved it! In particular, on the
model of the month page, my roommate Jenny saw she was featured and was so excited, she
even commented “How awesome, I love this” (I received that notification via my email)
TARES
Truthfulness
Q1: Are all of the posts/information legit and truthful?
Everything that was posted on my website came from me, in the Poverty blog tab I took snippets
from poverty websites that I included the link to- everything from their sites is truthful as well.
O2: Was there any misleading information?
No, my site is extremely easy to navigate through and does not display any misleading
information.
Q3: Are all of the posts/info genuine?
Yes, I spent a lot of time creating this and I am super passionate about making a difference- very
genuine and truthful in this aspect.

Authenticity:
Q1: How did Raya Sun information show that they care about poverty?
As mentioned multiple times before, I created a separate tab that was just to focus on spreading
awareness of poverty. Also on my first page, the first thing you see is an opportunity to help
children this holiday season- posted above.
Q2: How did Raya Sun show they were genuine to the promoting the
company?
I created a special Raya Sun gallery that included pictures of Raya Sun knits
that were promoting the company.
Q3: How did Raya Sun posts seem genuine and authentic to the public?
I touched upon a touchy subject so obviously I was genuine about poverty and
incorporating a fun uplifting clothing line to take away from the dullness of
poverty was extremely authentic.

Respectfulness:
Q1: Are
all of the posts/info respectful?
Yes, extremely! I would never want to offend anyone especially when dealing with such a heavy
duty topic, I think I handled my posts in a very respectful manner.
Q2: Were any of the posts inappropriate?
It depends who you ask but I personally think no, I made sure to purposely choose images that
were uplifting to look at, poverty is devastating so I wanted to make sure people knew that but I
chose images that were inspirational and adorable not sickly or disturbing.
Q3: Do the posts give a good reputation for Raya Sun?

Absolutely, I think including the photo gallery was my best addition to promoting Raya Sun, it
shows a lot of the Knits that are sold on their actual website.

Equitability:
Q1: Are the posts equal to both male and female?
Yes, everything that is included on my website pretty much comes from my other sites.
Everything is for both male and females.
Q2: Are the posts/info equal to all races?
Yes, absolutely, again promoting a clothing company does not leave out any race, clothing is
clothing and it’s for everyone. Same with the poverty, helping out less fortunate goes for both
races!
Q3: Were the posts appropriate to all ages?
Yes, and no, the website is more mature I would have to say, it for sure fits into the target
audience but its not tailored for younger children to view- Instagram and twitter can have
younger viewers but this site is more mature.

Social Responsibility:
Q1: Do the posts.info take responsibility for promoting Raya Sun?
Yes, everything that was created on the site was an attempt to promote Raya Sun in a positive
outlook.
Q2: Do the posts take responsibility for promoting poverty?
Yes, as mentioned before that’s a huge part of my site, dedicating a full page to poverty was
taken accountable for.
Q3: Do the information reflects Salisbury University in a socially acceptable way?

Yes, events were to be held on SU’s campus and posts were appropriate and adding a ray of
sunshine to SU’s campus and the SU community!

